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Abstract
In this paper we present a new approach to handle concept drift using domain-
specific knowledge. More precisely, we capitalize known context features to parti-
tion a domain into subdomains featuring static class distributions. Subsequently,
we learn separate classifiers for each sub domain and classify new instances ac-
cordingly. To determine the optimal partitioning for a domainwe apply a search al-
gorithm aiming to maximize the resulting accuracy. In practical domains like fault
detection concept drift often occurs in combination with imbalances data. As this
issue gets more important learningmodels on smaller subdomains we additionally
use sampling methods to handle it. Comparative experiments with artificial data
sets showed that our approach outperforms a plain SVM regarding different per-
formance measures. Summarized, the partitioning concept drift approach (PCD)
is a possible way to handle concept drift in domains where the causing context
features are at least partly known.
1 Introduction
Having the task to classify the toxicity of mushrooms you usually have some attributes
describing their colors, size, shape and gills. The classification task would be to learn
decision boundaries best separating the training samples into different classes. When
the training data set gets larger we usually expect to achieve better classification accu-
racy but instead we sometimes face the problem of getting worse performance. This
can be caused by a non-static class distribution [cite CD] depending on some hidden
context [1] changing over time. In our example this might be the season mushrooms
are found. Most current approaches try to solve this problem by a temporally adopting
the model either continuously or triggered. In contrast we assume to have domain-
specific knowledge about relevant context features. This enables us to partition the
domain in sub domains, for example the different seasons, having static class distri-
butions. Finally, we are able to use traditional classifiers for the single sub domains
without further modifications.
2
2 Related Work
Without any knowledge about your dataset you expect every sample being drawn
from the same probability distribution (pd) p then the classification task implies learn-
ing some function f : Rn ! R with f(x) = c and thus implicitly maximizing p(cjx).
Now imagine C consisting of samples drawn from different probability distributions
fp1; :::; png. This obviously leads to worse classification performance for given classifi-
cation task.
The decision of sample x being drawn of some pi is caused by some hidden context [1].
According to [2] there are different possible encounters of Concept Drift:
1. class probability p(c) changes and
2. a-posteriori pd p(cjx) changes.
In classification we mainly focus on 2 because when for some given example x it’s pd
changes over time classifier’s performance will become worse.
A definition of CD and taxonomy of CD learners can be found in [3]. There are differ-
ent ways for handling this problem mainly being divided in suddenly changing some
model and gradually adapting it. Trigger-based or sudden model changes means you’re
having some measure you evaluate on-the-fly and when they pass some state a trigger
is fired causing the model to be updated. [4] for example evaluates the classification
error looking for significant increase and then triggering a model update routine using
latest examples.
In contrast to present learners we expect some global CD being caused by a different
class pdin some subdomain. This subdomain depends on some context changing over
time resulting in overlaying subdomains. A similar approach had been formulated
in [5] but without considerations about the chronological factor of concept drift. Es-
pecially when gradually getting more subdomains with each having its own pd this
doesn’t seem to be an satisfactory approach.
3 Context-sensitive model learning
By assuming that we have different subdomains each having its own class pd we ex-
pect our domain’s pd being a mixture of all subdomains pds. Without loss of gen-
erality be C a instance of our domain and be n the number of subdomains then we
have instances Ck, 1  k  n of each subdomain. By assuming that all pairs (y; x)
of subdomain k being drawn of its corresponding class probability function pk(yjx),
we expect the classification performance getting worse when only applying a classifier
on C. A sudden or even gradual CD could imply that the classifier’s decision border
never reaches a steady-state and you might misclassify samples having the same class
label but originating from a different subdomain. Thus we expect better classification
performance when dividing C into partitions Ck.
This idea is inherent in different feature selection algorithms but instead of partition-
ing using given features, we enrich our domain using attributes describing the source
K of a given sample. In real-world domains a production flow might be such a context
attribute changing over time.
3.1 Task
Our proposed partitioning concept drift learning framework(PCD) separates our do-
main instantiated as labeled dataset C = f(y; x)jy 2 R; x 2 Rng into non-overlapping
partitions Ck  C holding [
k
Ck = C (1)
8i; j : Ci \ Cj = ; (2)
so that optimally
8k 8(y; x) 2 Ck 8y0 2 Rny : pk(yjx)  pk(y0jx) (3)
with pk(yjx) being the class probability distribution of Ck. In (3) we define the best case
where we partition our domain into non-overlapping subdomains so that each subdo-
main maximizes the probability pk(yjx) of choosing y for every given pair (y; x) 2 Ck
with y = y.
Using this method we try to approximate the context causing locally different proba-
bility distributions implying a global non-stationary probability distribution.
3.2 Algorithm
A straight forward way of implementing (3) is shown in algorithm 1. For demonstra-
tion purposes only and without loss of generality we have chosen AUC as optimiza-
tion criteria. So we’re searching a partitioning scheme that maximizes the classification
performance. While some optimizations can be found in the next section especially pd
estimating instead of using performance measure for finding some best partitioning
seems to be a desireable extension.
3.3 Optimizations
When partitioning some domain into subdomains you encounter several problems we
will give a short review of.
input : C: learning set
K: context attributes
output: M: model
S := search-tree(K);
while S not empty do
select context attributes CA from S using some search strategy;
partition C wrt. CA into n non-overlapping Cis;
for k=1 to n do
Ctraink  Ck;
Cvalidatek = Ck n Ctraink ;
sample(Ctraink ) ;
M ik = learn(Ctraink );
Perf ik = computePerformance(M ik; Cvalidatek );
end
Perfi =
1
n
P
k Perf
i
k;
end
M := bestModel(M;P);
Algorithm 1: PCD framework
3.3.1 Sampling
By partitioning you’re facing the problem that some partitions might be sparse and
might even have a skewed ratio between each class’ samples. This leads to worse
performance because of bad generalization abilities implying you even out Concept
Drift by getting introducing the Imbalanced Data (ID) problem[6]. Thus concept drift
and imbalance data ofen occur altogether. The area of ID has been widely researched
and several solutions have been proposed.
In this paper we use synthetic over-sampling techniques in order to synthetically sam-
ple new learning samples of the minority class[7] to weaken ID’s influence on classi-
fication process. This enables us to partition wrt. sparse subdomains so that we can
detect small differences in pd.
3.3.2 Attribute hierarchy
When modeling context attributes you might have some attributes context attribute
CA1 and CA2 with values of CA2 depending on specific values of CA1. You can use
this knowledge to align your context attributes in a forest-like structure enabling you to
shrink the resulting search space by not evaluating all possible instances. For example
be ki some instance of CA1 named CAki1 and kj some instance of CA2 named CA
kj
2 .
When knowing that CAkj2 only appears given CA
ki
1 you just have to evaluate the pair
(CAki1 ; CA
kj
2 ) instead of evaluating all possible combinations f(CAkm1 ; CAkn2 ) j 1  m 
jCA1j ; 1  n  jCA2jg.
3.3.3 Selected partitioning
When partitioning we don’t expect to have different pd in every possible instance of
some set of context attributes (CA1; :::; CAi). Thus we only learn models in instances
of subdomains sampled of different pds. We call this method selected partitioning
(PCD?). For demonstration purposes we used AUC in order to select our instances,
usually it might be desirable to compare the partition inherent PD.
3.3.4 Subdomain evaluation
In this paper we used AUC to evaluate our subdomains, but especially when using
selected partitioning it is crucial to select only subdomains having different pds. Some
performance measure might just give you a rough impression of the subdomains pd
so you might want to use pd estimation techniques and select partitions depending on
2 test results.
4 Experiments
Our algorithm and optimizations were implemented as Java plugin for data-ming suite
RapidMiner[8] and run on Intel i7 870 machines. In order to introduce a data intrinsic
CD we generated a synthetic dataset with variable CD-strength, number of examples
and imbalance ratio on a 2-level context hierarchy.
4.1 Dataset
Without loss of generality we evaluated a dataset consisting of 2 classes and each class
following a multivariate normal distribution N(+; C+), N( ; C ) with  2 [0; 1]n
and C 2 [0; 1]nn. The initial distance between both classes  = +     can be seen
as difficulty of classification task.
Examples of each class are sampled from the corresponding multivariate gaussian
N(+; C+), N( ; C ).
In our synthetic dataset we modeled a hierarchical concept drift with fixed covariance
C+; C  but alter  of each class depending on the depth d, concept drift strength  and
parents pd’s parent.
+node = parent + 
d + d + (4)
 node = parent + 
d + d   (5)
0 <   1 (6)
We randomly choose once a global concept drift  2 [0; 1]n that is applied to all nodes.
For each node we add some drift  +,    2 [0; 1]n depending on the depth d in our
attribute hierarchy and the concept drift strength  .
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Figure 1:  = 0:3, ratio 1 : 2,  = 0:7
By  we either limit our CD so that it either gets weaker the deeper we step down the
attribute hierarchy for ! 0, or have a constant CD using  = 1.
4.2 Results
Plain PCD often seems to performworse than SVMs. We expect this to be caused by the
impact of imbalanced data being larger than concept drift’s impact. After application
of sampling techniques and even further selected partitioning these imbalanced data
effects seem to get weaker resulting in PCD-Smote and PCD-Smote outperforming
SVM and respectively SVM-Smote.
This hypothesis had been verified in our first experiment (figure 1,2) resulting to the
fact, that the dataset’s size seems to correlate with PCDs classification performance.
Comparing the effects of the difficulty factor  figure 1 and figure 2 the performance
gap between PCD and SVM gets more significant the larger  gets. So the SVM did
not gaining any performance when samples are drawn from pds (initially) farer away
from each other. This effect might be driven by concept drift causing the pds of lower
depths (depth d) in attribute hierarchy moving even farther away implyingd 1 < d
with d := 
+
node    node. This fact might help separating samples in each partition but
could even out when model learning on whole datasets.
5 Conclusions
In our paper, we presented an effective way to tackle concept drift by taking advantage
of known context features combined with sampling methods to handle imbalanced
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Figure 2:  = 0:7, ratio 1 : 2,  = 0:3
data. This new approach has been proven to perform significantly better then a plain
SVM on our artificial data sets. Nevertheless, for complex context feature hierarchies
the current breadth-first search for finding an optimal partitioning would be very ex-
tensive and should be exchanged by a heuristic driven search. Finally, further studies
may include the application of our approach on real world domains and examining
other sampling methods and base classifiers.
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